97 honda accord distributor
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Statement. The most recently reported issues are listed below. I am hearing electrical sparking
sound when I turn ignition switch to start position. The car starts only after several attempts.
Car was stationary. The car dies while driving, sometimes in motion, sometimes stopped in
traffic. The mechanic said it is the ignition switch. This was the subject of a recall previously in I
can't tell if my car was listed or repaired then. Honda dealership replaced ignition switch. The
original ignition switch was replaced in the recall. The replacement switch was replaced in after
exhibiting the same symptoms that led to the original recall: silent stall. The faulty switch led to
a stall at a stop light and when the light turned green I was rear ended as I was attempting to
restart the car. I had to reach out to Honda asking them to verify the problem and replace at no
charge. The contact owns a Honda Accord. The contact stated that the seat belt failed to latch in
place without warning. In addition, the contact stated that the ignition key disengaged while in
the on position. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified
of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. Tl- the contact owns a Honda Accord. The
contact stated that the vehicle stalled several times while on a highway and a major roadway
intermittently. The contact was not included in NHTSA campaign id numberv electrical system
and 98v electrical system. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer who diagnosed that the
o-ring needed to be replaced along with a repair to an oil leak before the vehicle could be
diagnosed to determine the failure. The failure was getting progressively worse. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic who stated that the ignition switch needed to be
replaced. The contact was waiting for approval from the manufacturer to authorized the dealer
to diagnose the vehicle. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure and provided no remedy. The approximate failure mileage was , My car engine some
times used to suddenly shut off and stop abruptly, while slowing or braking. At times, it will
start right away after cranking the ignition switch, but, some times, required several tries.
Abrupt stopping caused extremely dangerous situation, as the drivers behind had to make very
hard stops and narrowly missed hitting rear end of my Honda. Since the problem was occurring
intermittently, it was very difficult to diagnose and took almost one year. First my mechanic
thought it was caused by defective idling speed control relay, then due to bad ignition related
relay, which was replaced, but the fault persisted and stalling became more frequent. Actually,
the defect was due to worn or defective ignition switch, which use to shut the engine off while
slowing or braking. After replacing the ignition switch approximately one year ago, car has
never stalled. On my way home on I my car lost all power and was hard to steer and brakes did
not work. I was able to coast to a stop in the emergency lane. I had the car towed to a local
mechanic who informed me that it was a bad ignition switch. I took the car to the Honda
dealership and the part was under recall. The Honda tech called me yesterday and tried to tell
me that the problem was in the fuse box. My mechanic already knew it was the switch and
Honda told me the same thing when I dropped the car off. Im not sure if they were trying to
upsell me or deny responsibility. My Honda Accord would occasionally not start. Then while
driving, the engine will quietly shutoff without stalling or misfiring. Now car will shut off after
starting when ignition switch goes back to "run' or "on" position. Fiance' and her daughter were
driving this vehicle when the engine just "died", no power, no warning light illuminations, etc. I
contacted Honda and was basically blown off. Consequences could be fatal if this fault
occurred in an intersection, while passing another vehicle, etc. I did not save the part
unfortunately, not thinking of notifying you until too late. It would be great if others suffering
from this obvious fault could be reimbursed or prevented from having to deal with this issue.

The contact stated that the ignition on the vehicle would not lock. He had to turn it completely
off in order for the key to come out of the ignition without being in park. The failure made it
possible for the vehicle roll away and potentially cause a crash to occur. Honda stated that they
could offer no assistance and the repairs would be at the owners expense. The current and
failure mileages were approximately , Engine stalls without warning, increasing the risk of a
crash. Occurs unexpected and with out any warning. Instance occurs at all speeds and leaves
driver in possible deadly situation. Failure corrected on similar Honda vehicles on recall 02v
ignition switch but not all models included as in my VIN. In , the vehicle was repaired According
to a recall for the ignition switch. While driving 25 mph, the ignition switch failed again and the
vehicle lost power. The failure also occurs at various speeds. The vehicle is currently at the
dealer for repairs. The current mileage was , and failure mileage was , While driving 50 mph or
greater, the vehicle shut off. The contact pulled over and restarted the vehicle. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer and they stated that the pgmfi relay was the cause of failure. The vehicle has
not been repaired under NHTSA campaign id number 02v electrical system:ignition:switch. I
have a Honda Accord. I have been having serious problems with the car turning off while I am
driving. It looks as if the problem should have been covered in NHTSA campaign id number 02v
but was not. I consulted the Honda dealer and they said that my car was not covered by this
recall and therefore I must pay for the repairs to the ignition switch. With a possible one million
cars recalled, it seems as if they have missed some. I have also found other people with the
same problem and feel that it needs to be addressed. Thanks for your help. The ignition switch
had already been replaced twice. The vehicle was taken to the dealership who performed
diagnostic testing and determined the ignition switch was bad again. The dealership replaced
the ignition switch again. The dealer installed an improved ignition switch but that one failed as
well. The consumer had the ignition switch replaced on a recall number 99i on January The
same problem started again in June. Vehicle stalled while driving on the highway at 65 mph. The
consumer was almost struck by another vehicle. The dealer was contacted, and they stated that
the parts had already been replaced twice, and there has to be something else wrong.
Consumer was able to take the key out of the ignition switch without the vehicle being in park.
Dealership was notified, but did not resolve the problem. A couple of months back I read about
a recall on various Honda and Acura vehicles with regard to an ignition switch problem in
consumer reports. The recall affected some 19'97 models, but and newer Accords. I own a '97
Accord that is experiencing the same problem. I contacted a local dealer and after almost 3
weeks of aggravating phone calls redirecting me to everyone from the corporate office to the
janitor, I was denied inclusion in the recall. Some of the excuses were that my vehicle has too
many miles on it to be included, that I don't maintain a service relationship with any particular
dealer, and that it may just be my key has worn out both of them at the same time? I was
wondering if it is customary to make such arbitrary decisions when determining inclusion in a
safety recall. All those factors listed do not change the fact that my car can roll away after I
remove my key. Recall 02v concerning ignition switch failure. Vehicle was repaired under this
recall last year. However, the stalling problem recurred. Dealer informed consumer that the
repairs were done, and he was not obligated to repair it again. Per consumer, after the
dealership superior Honda; orangeburg SC; , had the vehicle for over a week the recall for the
igntion switch 02 v was not done. Not enough parts available. Please provide any further
information. Consumer received recall notice 02v for ignition switch. Technician left live wires
hanging from underneath dashboard. Consumer states that Honda manufacturer is refusing to
do any recall on vehicle cause vehicle was made in canada, and the Honda canada is refusing to
do any recall on vehcile cause vehicle is no longer in canada. Also per Honda USA vehicle is
registered in canada. Dealership is refusing to remove alarm system to do recall o2v repairs on
ignition system. Consumer states that delaer is charging for the disconnecting of an alarm in
order to correct recall. Consumer took vehicle to dealer for recall 02v ignition switch repairs.
Dealer advised consumer that she would have to wait until car has miles before they would do
repairs. No parts available recall 02vignition switch. Honda auto drive santa ana, CA Prior to the
recall the ignition switch failed causing the engine to completely stop. Consumer states vehicle
was not apart of recall but has a problem concerning the ignition switch the consumer stated
the key would come out of the ignition, when the vehicle was in drive or neutral. On one
occasion the vehicle slightly rolled in the parking lot at work and hit another vehicle. There was
not much of an incline, so neither vehicle was damaged. The dealer replaced a faulty ignition
lock cylinder. Consumer received a recall notice on faulty ignition switch. Consumer contacted
the dealer to schedule an appointment to have the recall service done, but the dealer told him
that he will be charged for the labor because his vehicle had an aftermarket alarm system. Nhtsa
recall 02v concerning ignition switch failure. Gwinnette place Honda, GA; parts are on back
order, and dealership doesn't know when parts are coming in. Dealership told consumer to go

try another location, with lack of concern for referrals. Please describe details. Dealership is
refusing to do recall 02v repairs concerning ignition switch. Erratic performance is accurring in
this vehicle with lights coming on without switch being on. Also, owner notices other failures.
He was told that vehicle was not part of the recall 02v concerning ignition switch. Ignition lock
sticks continually, unable to turn key on several occasions. Car Problems. Ignition Switch
problem 1. Ignition Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch problem 3. Ignition Switch problem 4.
Ignition Switch problem 5. Ignition Switch problem 6. Ignition Switch problem 7. Ignition Switch
problem 8. Ignition Switch problem 9. Ignition Switch problem Other Electrical System related
problems of the Honda Accord. Ignition Switch problems Ignition problems. Electrical System
problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems.
Battery Dead problems. Ignition Module problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Ignition Coils
Failure problems. Dash Wiring problems. Horn Assembly problems. Skip to main content Menu.
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Seal. Electronic Control Unit. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector. Engine Oil
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Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Standard Motor Products. YEC
Japan. Shop By Vehicle. API Distributor Cap. Click to Enlarge. Forecast Distributor Cap. Product
List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Bosch Distributor Cap. Standard Motor
Products Distributor Cap. Genuine Distributor Cap. Features: OE recommended replacement
part for your vehicles original factory component Offering the quality, reliability, and durability
of OE Manufactured to OE specification for fit, form, and function. Facet Distributor Cap.
Driveworks Distributor Cap. Intermotor Distributor Cap. Image is not vehicle specific. Catalog:
P. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Honda Accord. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Learning how to test this
type of Honda ignition system for a misfire condition or a No Spark- No Start Condition, on your
Honda Accord or Prelude, has never been easier! OK, to get started, take a look at all of the info
in the next headings since they contain all of the essentials you'll need to know, like: common
symptoms, tools needed to perform the tests, do's and don'ts, and a little working theory of how
the Honda Accord and Prelude igniter and by extension the entire ignition system works. In
some cases the igniter fails intermittently causing your car to start and run most of the time and
not start some of the time. If it runs with a misfire, the misfire will usually light up the check
engine light CEL on your instrument cluster but not always. This article will help you to either
eliminate or condemn thru' tests either the ignition coil or the igniter, or the distributor cap and
rotor, or the spark plug wires or the position sensors within the distributor as the cause of the
no start condition or misfire condition. After all, these are the components that fail the majority
of the time. If the igniter is failing intermittently, which would cause your Honda to stall every
now and then, you'll have to wait till your Honda does not start to test the ignition system. This
is the only way to test for an intermittent problem. If you're experiencing this condition, read
this article anyway, you'll be better prepared for when the problem pops up. And lest I forget, a
scan tool is not necessary to diagnose and test the Honda distributor type ignition system. All
of the testing that you'll be doing will be done without an automotive diagnostic scanner. In a
nutshell and when the Honda ignition system is working properly; when you turn the key to
crank and start your Honda:. Since you'll be working around a cranking engine this section can
be summed up with the following: use common sense and take all necessary safety
precautions. Not a complete list but if in doubt, remember that this type of Honda distributor
type ignition system has the ignition coil inside the distributor. To test the 2. All Tutorials:
Honda 2. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4
Page 5. You might also find the following articles I've written at troubleshootmyvehicle. You
don't need any expensive tools to test your Honda ignition system. Here's what you'll need: A
digital multimeter. It doesn't have to be an expensive one, a cheapie one will do just fine. A 12
Volt test light. A wire piercing probe. To see what this tool looks like, click here: Wire Piercing
Probe. An HEI spark tester. A helper to crank the engine. In a nutshell and when the Honda

ignition system is working properly; when you turn the key to crank and start your Honda: 12
Volts are fed first to the ignition coil when you turn the key to ON and then Crank , and from the
Coil to the igniter ignition control module inside of the distributor. The igniter upon receiving
this Triggering Signal in turn sends a Switching Signal to the ignition coil. The ignition coil,
upon receiving this Switching Signal, starts to spark away! The primary current is just the name
for the 12 Volts that the ignition coil receives. The ECM controls the igniter at Start Up and at all
engine speeds after Start Up, unlike the majority of distributor-type ignition systems where the
ignition control module freelances at Start Up. Do not remove the spark plug wire from the
spark plug while the engine is cranking to test for spark. Keep your hands and fingers away
from the rotating distributor shaft when your helper is cranking the engine during the tests.
Start your diagnostic from TEST 1, do not skip around from test to test. Safety Precautions And
Guidelines When Testing Your Honda Since you'll be working around a cranking engine this
section can be summed up with the following: use common sense and take all necessary safety
precautions. Honda Cars And Mini-Vans That Use This Ignition System Not a complete list but if
in doubt, remember that this type of Honda distributor type ignition system has the ignition coil
inside the distributor. Honda Accord 2. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the
site! Hate Spam. Learning how to test the Honda ignition system for a misfire condition or a No
Spark, No Start Condition has never been easier! NOTE: This tutorial will help you test the
Honda distributor type ignition system with the ignition coil inside of the distributor. The next
headings contain all of the essentials you'll need to know, like: common symptoms, tools
needed to perform the tests, do's and don't's, and a little working theory of how the Honda
Accord, Civic, or Odyssey igniter works. In a nutshell, when the igniter or ignition coil fails in
your Honda Accord, Civic, or Odyssey , it won't start. When the spark plug wires or the
distributor cap fail, your Honda will start and run but with a misfire. The misfire may or may not
light up your check engine light on your instrument cluster. But where it gets complicated is
trying to find out the exact component that failed. Depending on the type of failure you're trying
to diagnose and resolve, you may be asking yourself: Is it because of a bad igniter ignition
control module or a bad ignition coil? Or is it the distributor cap and rotor? Or maybe the spark
plug wires? Or is it the crankshaft position sensors within the distributor that have gone bad?
Or maybe it's a bad computer? This tutorial will help you by showing you how to test each
specific component in a step by step way. You'll be able to get to the bottom of the no start or
misfire condition your Honda is experiencing without having to waste time and money. Before
we move along let me tell you that the igniter can fail intermittently. These intermittent failures
would cause your Honda Accord or Civic or Odyssey to stall every now and then. A very rare
type of failure, but it does happen. If this is the condition that you're experiencing, you will have
to wait till your Honda does not start to test the ignition system. This is the only way to test for
an intermittent problem. So, if you're experiencing this condition, read this article anyway, you'll
be better prepared for when the problem pops up. And lest I forget, a scan tool is not necessary
to diagnose and test the Honda distributor type ignition system. All of the testing that you'll be
doing will be done without an automotive diagnostic scanner. All Tutorials: Honda 2. This
material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may
earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this
website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5.
You might also find the following articles I've written at troubleshootmyvehicle. Do NOT follow
this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7
days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your
home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. Atop the shaft is a plastic rotor that has
electrical contacts molded in. As the plastic rotor turns, it completes a high voltage circuit to
each electrical contact, one per engine cylinder, that is molded into a plastic distributor cap.
That high voltage then flows along the spark plug wire to the spark plug, creating the spark that
ignites the air-fuel mixture in an engine cylinder. Distributors vary in design: some may have the
ignition coil built in, some have vacuum advance mechanisms attached for engine timing, and
really old distributors may even have mechanical points. Vintage cars, that is cars older than 25
years, will more commonly be equipped with a distributor. Most modern car designs have
replaced the distributor with fully electronic systems controlled by engine sensors for more
precise, and more powerful, ignition system operation. Distributors are bolted to the engine
block or the cylinder head. The replacement procedure is as follows:. A faulty distributor will
cause increased fuel consumption, increased emissions and poor engine operation but does
not generally create a safety hazard. Honda Accord Distributor Replacement at your home or
office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Show example Honda

Accord Distributor Replacement prices. Distributor Replacement Service What is a distributor
and how does it work? When to consider replacing the distributor: Worn or damaged integral
parts. Worn shaft bushings can result in wobbling or eccentric rotation of the rotor, resulting in
misfires, loss of power, rough idle and poor mileage. If the shear pin breaks that secures the
distributor shaft drive gear, complete loss of ignition spark distribution is the result. A failed
ignition module that is mounted to the distributor housing may also be more cost-performance
efficient to replace the entire distributor. Visible oil leaks. Distributors are attached to the engine
and consequently, there are seals, both internal and external, that keep oil from leaking at the
point of attachment. External O-rings are serviceable but if an internal oil leak occurs, due to a
worn shaft, for example, it might necessitate rebuilding or replacing the distributor. How do
mechanics replace the distributor? The replacement procedure is as follows: Once all
diagnostic tests are complete and the distributor is confirmed to be faulty, disconnect the
battery negative cable. Set engine at top dead center on the compression stroke for cylinder no.
Mark location of distributor housing and shaft relative to the engine mounting surface. Remove
primary and secondary ignition system wiring connected to the distributor. Unbolt and remove
the distributor. Temporarily cover the hole in the head or block so no foreign matter drops into
the engine. Install new distributor and new cap and rotor, with the rotor pointing to the cylinder
no. Reconnect all wiring and reconnect battery negative cable. Start engine and set basic
engine ignition timing per original equipment manager specification. Then check timing
advance for proper function. Road test vehicle. Is it safe to drive with a distributor problem?
When replacing a distributor keep in mind: Many ignition system failures will mimic a distributor
failure, including faulty spark plugs, faulty wiring, and a worn cap and rotor. Mechanics will
always test the distributor directly to ensure it is not needlessly replaced. If a distributor is
removed for testing and then re-installed, be sure that new o-rings are installed. Re-using old
o-rings often results i
2008 mustang engine wiring diagram
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n oil leaks. If the distributor is replaced, and the spark plugs and spark plug wires have
considerable mileage on them, the best results will be obtained by replacing those components
at the same time the new distributor is installed. Number of Honda Accord Distributor
Replacement services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto
service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews from
Honda owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Mazyar 5 years of experience.
Request Mazyar. Accord - Distributor - Conyers, GA. Jeffrey 23 years of experience. Request
Jeffrey. Accord - Distributor - Charlotte, NC. He is awesome. Johnathan 5 years of experience.
Request Johnathan. Johnathan was punctual and very courteous and knowledgeable. You want
this man to help you when your car is on the fritz. Joseph 12 years of experience. Request
Joseph. Would definitely recomend. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Distributor
Replacement.

